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[PTO]
1. For each of the network layers (a-e), giving example protocols where appropriate, briefly discuss differences between protocols used in peer-to-peer ad-hoc and access point controlled wireless networks.

In parts a-e), 13 marks are allocated for your answers, 7 additional marks are for use of appropriate examples protocols giving a total of 20 marks.

a) Physical (2 marks)

b) Data-link (2 marks)

c) Network (4 marks)

d) Transport (3 marks)

e) Application (2 marks)

2. Two mobile IEEE 802.11g equipped devices are exchanging data using 54Mbps as the nominal data rate.

a) What is meant by 54Mbps as used by IEEE 802.11g? Give your answer in bits per second. (2 marks)

b) Explain how IEEE 802.11g manages to transmit data at 54Mbps. (6 marks)

c) Why is 54Mbps not the actual data transfer rate as achieved by applications sending and receiving data on each device? (3 marks)

d) What happens to the communications channel between the devices as the distance between the two devices increases? How do the devices adapt in order to maintain communication? (5 marks)

e) A third IEEE 802.11g device using the same channel is operating near by. Give two examples of how the third device can interfere with on-air transmissions between the other two devices. What would be the result of this interference if it were to occur? (4 marks)
3. a) Why are 2G and 3G mobile phones required to “handover” from one base station to another? (4 marks)

b) Briefly describe how handover is implemented in typical 2G and 3G mobile telecommunication systems. How is system hierarchy exploited to limit the complexity required for most handovers? (5 marks)

c) How are the mobile phone carrier’s databases used during handover? (4 marks)

d) In order to implement handover, control frames must be exchanged between components of the mobile phone and carrier’s systems.

   i) Draw a diagram to illustrate a possible flow of frames exchanged within a 2G GSM like phone system when a mobile phone initiates a handover between two transceivers belonging to the same controller. (4 marks)

   ii) For your equivalent of a “handover request” frame, list the necessary frame contents and briefly state why each field is present. (3 marks)